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Investigating Alcohol 
Overservice & 

Discovering Solutions
SERGEANT ADAM MOORE – SOUTH LAKE MINNETONKA PD

SHEILA NESBITT – NORTH MEMORIAL HEALTH HOSPITAL

Topics to Discuss

 What community issues are caused by alcohol overservice? 

 Initial Investigation Techniques

 Follow-up Investigation

 Criminal Investigation for Serving Obviously Intoxicated Person

 Formal Recording of Overservice Violations

 How POLD (Place of Last Drink) Can Help

 Overservice Prevention
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19:23 Report of Vehicle Crash

 Driver went off road, crashed in ditch

 Smells strongly of alcohol, slurring words

 PBT 0.093

 How do you handle this situation?

19:23 Report of Vehicle Crash

 Driver went off road, crashed in ditch

 Smells strongly of alcohol, slurring words

 PBT 0.163

 How do you handle this situation?
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19:23 Report of Vehicle Crash

 Driver crashed into another vehicle

 Child passenger in other vehicle badly injured

 Smells strongly of alcohol, slurring words

 PBT 0.163

 How do you handle this situation?

Addressing Overservice of Alcohol 6

Reduce
Consumption

&
Related 

Problems

Change 
driver 

behavior
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Addressing Overservice of Alcohol 7

Server/Clerk
Behavior

Internal Merchant
Policies

Reduce
Overservice
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driver 

behavior

Community Effects of Alcohol 
Overservice

 “Binge drinking contributed to 73% of the financial costs to society, 
or $5.7 billion. These costs are due to things like lost productivity, 
crime, motor vehicle crashes, and fetal alcohol spectrum disorder” 
(Echo Press, 2022).

 “In addition to the economic costs, excessive drinking is linked to an 
increased risk of violence and injury, like traffic crashes, and chronic 
health problems like liver disease, heart disease, high blood 
pressure, and some cancers (Echo Press, 2022)”.

 “Researchers at the Minnesota Department of Health recently 
quantified the harm of alcohol use in the state at $8 billion in 2019” 
(Scott, 2022).
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Community Effects of Alcohol 
Overservice

 Calls to police for nighttime assaults

 Domestic assault

 Sexual assault

 Calls to EMS for alcohol injury or illness

 Calls to police for disorderly conduct

 DWI Arrests

 Property damage crashes

 Fatal and injury crashes (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism, n.d.)

Minnesota Crash Data (MN Department of Public Safety, 2021)

 In 2020 there were 3,357 alcohol related crashes

 In 2020 there were 131 alcohol-related crash deaths

 In 2019 the estimated cost of alcohol related crashes was $279 
million in Minnesota 

 July, August, and September have the highest concentration of 
Alcohol-related crashes
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Initial Investigation for DWI

 During initial contact, officer will attempt to determine impairment
 Officer will ask pointed questions about alcohol consumption, 

including:
 Where alcohol was last consumed
 How much alcohol was consumed
 If the driver consumed alcohol at other establishments or other 

locations
 The timeline of first drink vs last drink

 Officer will determine if there is reasonable suspicion to conduct 
further investigation

Initial Investigation for DWI

 Officer will conduct Field Sobriety Tests to determine impairment
 Officer will attempt to obtain a preliminary breath test
 If the test is over a .08 and/or the driver is impaired, the officer will 

place the driver under arrest
 The officer will then search the person and vehicle, incident to the 

arrest, and look for evidence, such as:
 Receipts from drinking establishments
 Empty or partial alcohol containers
 Entry wristbands or stamps

 The officer may interview passengers or witnesses
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Initial Investigation for DWI

 The driver will be transported to detention facility for evidentiary 
testing

 After testing, a post arrest interview should be conducted
 Driver should be asked more specific questions, such as:

 What kind of alcohol was consumed?
 Did anyone else buy drinks for the driver or vice versa?
 Where in the establishment was the driver served?
 Does the driver know the name of the bartender/server?
 Did the establishment stop serving the driver because of 

intoxication?  
 A follow-up investigation should be conducted if the driver was 

obviously intoxicated

Initial Investigation for Non-DWI

 The officer should determine if alcohol was a predominate factor in 
the incident

 The officer should ask alcohol consumption questions, similar to a 
DWI investigation

 The officer should ask the subject to provide a Preliminary Breath 
Test

 The officer should ask the subject if they have any receipts, but 
should not be searched for evidence unless they are under arrest 
for a crime 
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Follow-up Investigation

 The night of the incident, or the following day, an officer will follow-
up with the establishment
 The officer will attempt to obtain the merchant copy of the 

subject’s receipt
 The officer will attempt to obtain surveillance from the night of 

the incident
 The officer will attempt to interview the bartender(s) or server(s) 

involved 

Criminal Investigation for Serving an 
Obviously Intoxicated Person (MN Statute 340A.502) 

 The officer will make a determination if the subject was obviously 
intoxicated by looking at factors, such as:
 Inability to stand, sit up, or wake up
 Unintended injuries
 Not dressed for the weather
 Belligerent or argumentative behavior
 Other inappropriate behavior

 The officer may use discretion in investigating the incident as a 
crime or merely a teaching moment for servers/bartenders:
 Seriousness of injuries (if any)
 Severity of intoxication
 Seriousness of crime committed
 If the subject perpetrated or was the victim of a serious crime   
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Criminal Investigation for Serving an 
Obviously Intoxicated Person (MN Statute 340A.502) 

 If it is decided to investigate the overservice as a crime, the 
officer(s) will still use the same process for follow-up as previously 
discussed

 Officers will also arrange a formal interview with the 
bartender/server

 Officers will ask more detailed questions from the bartender/server:
 Were they the only ones providing drinks to subject 

(friends/other patrons/other servers)?
 How did the subject appear (clothing, signs of intoxication, etc)
 Did the subject have difficulty walking/talking?
 Did the subject smell strongly of alcohol?
 Was it apparent that the subject was intoxicated?

 Investigators may conduct further investigation if necessary
 If evidence supports a charge, the reports should be sent to 

prosecutors for formal charging, in lieu of custodial arrest, 
depending on situation/policy

Formal Violation Recording

 Most report management systems 
are able to add customizable tabs 
or attributes for commonly tracked 
incidents (use of force, BWC Use, 
POLD Violation).
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Formal Violation Recording

 While writing their report, the 
officer should select a custom 
attribute 

Formal Violation Recording

 While writing their report, the 
officer should select a custom 
attribute

 Officer should select the 
appropriate custom attribute 
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Formal Violation Recording

 While writing their report, the 
officer should select a custom 
attribute

 Officer should select the 
appropriate custom attribute 

 Officer should enter BAC, 
establishment name (if known) 
and city of violation

 Officer should write a detailed 
report on the incident and any 
follow-up investigation.

How POLD Can Help

 I, as the agency POLD 
administrator, am able to query all 
POLD entries.
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How POLD Can Help

 I, as the agency POLD 
administrator, am able to query all 
POLD entries.

 I then enter the information into 
the POLD system

How POLD Can Help

 I, as the agency POLD 
administrator, am able to query all 
POLD entries.

 I then enter the information into 
the POLD system

 I then run a report and it provides 
me with all the statistical 
information I need to provide to 
our city councils 
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How POLD Can Help

 I am able to copy the information 
from a system generated report, 
into a table that is presented to 
our Coordinating Committee and 
our city councils

 Any agency associated with POLD 
can report on establishments in my 
area, giving me a broader sample 
of overservice issues.

Preventing Overservice

 Encourage establishments to send 
servers to responsible server 
training

 Offer free responsible server 
trainings as part of your alcohol 
overservice prevention

 Encourage city councils to require 
responsible server training as part 
of a liquor license 
renewal/approval

 Encourage city councils to 
incorporate POLD violations into 
liquor license renewal/approval
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Current Snapshot

 Currently 19 agencies 
participating 
throughout Minnesota 

Location Types Collected
 POLD information is collected in any event in which 

the officer believes alcohol played a factor:
Location Types

Community Event/Festival

Dorm Room

Hotel Room

On-Sale Retailer

Park/Beach/Lake

Private Residence

Vehicle 

Work

Did Not Report/ Unknown

Other
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Blood Alcohol Content
 67.5% of incidents had a BAC over the legal limit 

Average BAC Level (n=13917): 0.1203
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Opportunities with Communities

 Expansion of participating departments

 Focus on strong implementation

 Follow-up on high BAC incidents

 Follow-up with concerning retailers or other locations

 Integration with other prevention and enforcement

 Involvement of public health, coalitions, and non-law enforcement 
partners
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Questions?
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